
About The Client:

AutoStore Floor Flatness Requirements

Our client, a large sports fashion retailer, dedicated a significant area, in the region of
9,000m2, of their new warehouse facility to the AutoStore system. AutoStore has a very
demanding floor flatness specification, which is required to enable the system to operate at
its optimum level. 

S M O O T H I N G  O U T  T H E  B U M P S  F O R
A U T O S T O R E ™

The Situation:

Surveying the Floor for AutoStore 

The first step was for FACE Consultants, to survey the
floor to check for compliance with the specification.
This was carried out using their laser-guided Robotics
Profileograph to measure the floor. 

The results of the flatness survey highlighted where
the floor was non-compliant, where any
measurement on any line surveyed exceeded the
permissible limits. A review of the results took place
to determine the most appropriate and cost-effective
solution to bring the floor within compliance for
AutoStore. 

https://www.autostoresystem.com/industries/industrials?utm_term=autostore&utm_campaign=P+-+Search+2.0+-+Generic+-+Industries+-+UK&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_acc=5520129429&hsa_cam=16618180559&hsa_grp=132577816457&hsa_ad=588683982120&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=kwd-297272979331&hsa_kw=autostore&hsa_mt=p&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gclid=CjwKCAjwrNmWBhA4EiwAHbjEQJZ6MSeqONl52uP6fTdi80iQDbOSFPwDsYx9O5FNQzY69lhPwuBtlxoCHN0QAvD_BwE
https://face-consultants.com/
https://face-consultants.com/


Corrective Grinding for Compliant Floors

On this occasion, corrective grinding was the best
solution and once on site the team identified the extent
of the errors where the floor was non-compliant.
Working to our standard process, the team followed a
set path, as determined by the construction programme,
to deliver a compliant floor on schedule.

The Solution:

Floor Remediation Considerations

We have multiple solutions available to remediate the floor, however, a primary driver in the
decision-making process is the condition of the floor slab and how it measures up against the
flatness specification. Other important factors considered are budget and programme.

Remediating Concrete Floors to Meet Robotic Specifications

Just like concrete industrial floors, not all robotics or automated systems are designed and
built to the same specification. There is a multitude of design variations available for both
floors and robotics. Understanding how to align the robot specification with a new or existing
concrete floor is where specialist services and expertise is required. Part of the CoGri Group,
CG Flooring Systems is a leading specialist in the remediation of concrete floors to meet
demanding specifications. Working in tandem with FACE Consultants, global leaders in floor
flatness compliance testing, we have a team with the knowledge and skill to deliver the floor
to meet your robotics needs.

https://cogrigroup.com/
https://cg-flooring.com/
https://face-consultants.com/
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For a site visit or advice on the best
solution, contact the experts.
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As the implementation of warehouse automation and robotic systems continues to gather
pace, so does the need to have a flat and level floor for these systems to operate on. A floor
that is flat and level will provide the best possible platform for robotic systems to operate at
maximum efficiency. Thus, a key element in supporting the customer’s investment in
warehouse automation.

Find out more about our concrete floor repair and refurbishment services here: 
https://cg-flooring.com/services/

The Results:

Delivering a Complete Flooring Service

We were delighted to have been appointed by our client for this project and to demonstrate
our ability to deliver a full floor remediation package. From the initial surface regularity checks
through to corrective grinding to achieve compliance with the flatness and levelness
specification and the ability to undertake any repairs required. 

Also, the CoGri range of floor repair and maintenance materials available for sale, here: 
https://cg-flooring.com/shop/

https://cg-flooring.com/

